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Vision
Northcross is committed to setting students on the path to becoming lifelong learners, and to provide skills and
opportunities to promote success

Mission Statement

Principles:
Northcross Intermediate puts students at the centre of teaching and learning. We
aim to provide a curriculum that engages and challenges learners, is forwardlooking and inclusive, and increasingly affirms New Zealand’s unique identity.

Individual growth through challenge and learning.

School Motto
Lighting the Path to Success

Northcross Learner Dispositions
Northcross Learners are Self Motivated, Engaged, Reflective, Persevering Explorers.

Values
Respect In all contexts the Northcross Intermediate community will demonstrate respect for themselves, each other, and the environmen t around us.
Integrity At Northcross Intermediate we will act ethically by showing responsibility and accountability in all our actions. We will ma ke good choices and act in an open and honest
manner.
Compassion: In all aspects of Northcross life we will act with empathy, understanding and consideration.
Excellence: At Northcross Intermediate we will strive for excellence in all that we do. All learners, both staff and students, will demo nstrate high expectations of themselves and others
and a strong belief that we can achieve. Self-efficacy will be high.
Tolerance: The Northcross community will act in a fair, objective manner, and with fortitude towards those whose opinions, practices, ethnicity, religion, nationality, differ from one's
own.
Diversity: At Northcross Intermediate we will value difference. Diversity is illustrated in many forms, culture, beliefs, and life experiences. It will be recognised in actions and
interactions appropriately. Different communities and all that they represent will be recognised and va lued.
Reliability: Northcross community will have the ability to be relied or depended on, and consistently act in a trustworthy and honest ma nner.
Wänanga: participating with learners and communities in robust dialogue for the benefit of Mäori learners’ achievement.
Whanaungatanga: The Northcross community will actively engage in respectful working relationships with Mäori learners, parents and whänau, hapü, iwi and the Mäori community.
Manaakitanga: The Northcross Intermediate community will show integri ty, sincerity and respect towards Mäori beliefs, language and culture.
Tangata Whenuatanga: The Northcross Intermediate will affirm Mäori learners as Mäori. Providing contexts for learning where the language, identi ty and culture of Mäori learners
and their whänau is affirmed.
Ako: The Northcross Intermediate Community will take responsibility for their own learning and that of Mäori learners.

Maori Dimension and Cultural Diversity

Our commitment to the cultural diversity and the unique position of Maori Culture in Aotearoa, New Zealand. Our priorities are guided by the Education Act
1989 Section 61(3).
At Northcross Intermediate School it is our priority to:








Respect the diverse ethnic and cultural heritage of all Aotearoa, New Zealand people with acknowledgement of the unique place of Maori.
Increase participation, success and well-being of Maori students, including education in Te Reo Maori, and developing cultural competency within our
school and community – consistent with the principles of Te Hikitia, Tataiako and the Treaty of Waitangi.
Acknowledge and respect the values, traditions and history of Maori, observe cultural sensitivity to Tikanga Maori (Maori pro tocol) and develop
partnerships with local Maori involved in the school and community.
Ensure all learners have the opportunity to acquire basic Te Reo and understanding of everyday conversational language (e.g. greetings, local places).
Resources include TKI and Keri Pakai (kaiako).
Encourage the correct pronunciation of Maori place names and personal names.
Provide opportunities for students to join Kapa Haka and, have opportunities to perform both in the school and in the wider s chool community.
Further our development to acknowledge the unique position of Maori in Aotearoa through the appointment of a Maori community liaison and the use
of fluent Maori language tutors.

Special Character
Northcross Intermediate is a well-established, large, urban, intermediate school based in the Northern Bays of Auckland City. The school attracts around
ten percent of its population from outside its zone.
Northcross Intermediate is a decile 10 school. The school population consists of 51% Pakeha, 9% Maori, 2% Pasifika, 17% Asian, 6% British, and 9% Other
European. We have a high proportion of migrant families, predominately from South Africa, Asia and the United Kingdom. A dedi cated International
Student Director co-ordinates the strong programme offered to our International, and English Second Language learners. The school has 35
International students.
The school offers a variety of learning environments led by generalist teachers. These include the traditional single class environment, Twin Classes, and
a multi class modern learning environment. Special character classes include an Independent Learners class, a Sports class, a Performing Arts class and a
WPCA (William Pike Challenge Academy). Students and their caregivers self-select for most of these learning environments.
Northcross prides itself on a strong connection formed by providing for students with special educational needs. Our .8 SENC O manages a large roll of
students with varying needs.
Our community values the school’s broad specialist programme which includes the Arts and Technology with an increasing element of Science.
Northcross Intermediate prides itself on the extensive range of sporting, cultural and academic activities available to stude nts. Student choice is a strong
element of this programme just as some activities require a selection process highlighting the key competencies and school values.

Strategic Aims

Annual Objectives

1a) To raise the level of achievement for students
against the National Standard in Reading, and
maintain achievement of those Above Standard.
1b) To raise the level of achievement for all Maori and
Pasifika students against the National Standard in
Reading

2017 Targets

In 2017 85% of our students will achieve the
Reading National Standard.
75% of Maori and Pasifika Students will
achieve the Reading National Standard.

Strategic Aim 1.
All students are able to
effectively access the
New Zealand Curriculum
as evidenced by
achievement against
National Standards.

1c) To raise the level of achievement for boys against
the National Standard in Writing, and maintain the
girls’ achievement levels.
1d). To raise the level of achievement for all Maori and
Pasifika boys against the National Standard in Writing

In 2017 75% of boys will achieve the Writing
National Standard.
65% of Maori and Pasifika Boys will achieve
the Writing National Standard.
Girls will continue to achieve above the
National average.

1e) To raise the level of achievement for students
against the National Standard in Mathematics
1f) To raise the level of achievement for all Maori and
Pasifika students against the National Standard in
Mathematics

In 2017 80% of our students will achieve the
Mathematics National Standard.
70% of Maori and Pasifika students will achieve
the Mathematics National Standard.

2a) Teachers will understand the impact of key
characteristics of assessment-capable learners.
2b) Teachers will have a shared understanding of what
makes a good teacher.

Strategic Aim 2
Visible Learning:
Through explicit teaching,
the school will build the
capacity of learners to
learn, in order to raise
student achievement.

2c) Teachers and students have an understanding of
the assessment tools being used and their purpose.
Teachers and students will understand, and use,
learning
intentions
and success
criteria
monitor
2d) Teachers
and
students
will to increasingly
their
learning.
understand, and use, learning intentions and success

1. A common language of learning will be in use
throughout the school community.
2. Teachers and students are able to articulate the
characteristics of 'what an effective learner is'.
3. Teachers will identify and demonstrate the
characteristics of an 'effective' teacher.
3. Staff and students will discuss, understand and
know the purpose of the assessment tools.

criteria
pose. to monitor their learning.

4. Evidence of data collected, collated and analysed
will be used to inform next steps in learning.

2e) Teachers and students will understand the
progression and strategies of learning.

5. Assisted by school wide and classroom planning,
next steps in learning will be visible through learning
intentions and success criteria.

2f) Using a set of beliefs that underpin our actions
and decisions (mindframes), teachers and students
will regularly reflect on the way we think about
teaching and learning.
Teachers and students will understand, and use,
2g) Teachers Professional Learning Groups will,
learning intentions and success criteria to monitor
through
their PLG inquire into aspects of Visible
their learning.
Learning.
pose.
pose.
2h)
A thorough understanding of the NZC document
will be transparent in planning and teaching practice.
Teachers and students will understand, and use,
2i)
A common
language
of learning
will be
visible
learning
intentions
and success
criteria
to monitor
across
the school.
their learning.
Teachers
pose. and students will understand, and use,
learning intentions and success criteria to monitor
their learning.
pose.

6. The progressions (surface, deep and transfer), and
strategies of learning are embedded in the units and
deliberately taught.
7. Students will use teacher, peer and self-feedback
to inform next steps in learning.
8. Teachers describe the beliefs (mindframes) that
can have a major impact on student achievement
9. Teachers will investigate their own pedagogy
through ongoing inquiry (through reflecting on set
goals) and report back to their peers.
10. Teachers will refer to the NZC regularly when
planning, reflecting and formulating next learning
steps.

Strategic Aim 3
To continue to develop
the use of the Northcross
Inquiry Model to promote
student thinking and
learning.

3a) Teachers understanding of the Northcross Inquiry
Model will be visible in their classroom practice.
Teachers and students will understand, and use,
3b).
Students
will personalise
their
learning
and can
learning
intentions
and success
criteria
to monitor
articulate
their next learning steps.
their learning.
Teachers
and students will understand, and use,
pose.
3c).
SOLOintentions
is proficiently
used bycriteria
all learners.
learning
and success
to monitor
Teachers
and
students
will
understand,
and use,
their learning.
learning intentions and success criteria to monitor
pose.
their learning.

1. Teachers and students are able to
articulate the process of the NX Inquiry
Model.
2. Students will identify and demonstrate the
different stages of the NX Inquiry Model in
their learning.
3. Evidence of SOLO in the learning process.
4. Teachers will refer to the NZC regularly
when planning, reflecting and formulating
next learning steps.

pose.
4a. eLearning strategies and digital technologies that
encourage responsible digital citizenship will be
integrated into the planning and practices of the
Learning Concepts.
Strategic Aim 4
The school will continue
to infuse eLearning as
part of the curriculum
through developing
teacher pedagogy and
enhancing students
digital fluency.

4b. Teachers will monitor, review and evaluate the
impact their eLearning strategies have on learner
dispositions, values and achievement.
4c. E-learning resources and practices are shared
across the NX community using staff and students
resource spaces such as a Google Sites, Google
Classroom, You Tube and Blogs.
4d. Students will use a range of digital tools and
strategies to assist with collaboration and self-directed
learning.

1. eLearning tools and strategies are
included in all curriculum planning and used
regularly to support the delivery of our
learning concepts.
2. Through PLG’s, PD, Appraisals and Online
forums Teachers will reflect on and evaluate
the impact that eLearning strategies have
had on learner dispositions, achievement
and values.
3. All teachers and students will use a range
of digital spaces (online, cloud, GSuite and
network) to access and share resources /
strategies for higher order teaching and
learning.
4. Students will continue to be given the
opportunities to develop skills, knowledge
and fluency for safe and responsible use of
digital technology.
5. Students will be encouraged to use
digital technologies to collaborate on tasks
and self-direct their own learning.

Strategic Aim 5.
The school will focus on the
emerging adolescent and the
unique needs of this age
group in their development.

5a) Staff will respond with sensitivity to students,
while setting firm, clear boundaries.

5b) Staff will be empathetic to the physical,
emotional, social and academic needs of
Northcross students.
5c) Learning is connected to the lives of the
students in a meaningful way.

1. Each student's developmental and learning
needs recognised and understood by staff.
2. Pastoral care practices at all levels reflect
sensitivity towards the emerging adolescent
and his or her needs.
3. Communication practices are strong yet
sensitive to the needs of the student.
4. Each teacher recognises, understands the
need for and actively promotes a culturally
inclusive learning environment.
5. NX students will learn about and
demonstrate the Key Competencies and
Learning Dispositions at school.

Strategic Aim 6.
The school will work
towards increasing
collaborative and
innovative learning
environments

6a) The pedagogy suits the physical environment

6b) Move from a single environment to larger
learning community

6c) Teachers understand the pedagogy of learning
in a collaborative learning environment.
6d) Student voice is evident as part of the collaborative
learning environment.

1. Learning environments continue to be
inclusive, responsive and flexible.
2. Students are assessment capable and
create their own learning pathways.
3. Range of teacher strengths used to offer
more resources
4. Students understand their current
attainment to plan individual learning
pathways.
5. Teachers will use google suite to plan,
manage and teach collectively.
6. Teachers collaborate on student needs,
from assessment, to plan targeted
learning experiences.

Strategic Plan 2017-2019
Aims
NAG 1, 2 & 2a
1. Students are able to
effectively access the New
Zealand Curriculum as
evidenced by achievement
against National Standards.

2017

1a, c & e. To raise the level of achievement for
students against the National Standard in
Reading, Writing and Mathematics.


Reset targets and target groups (priority learners)
in accordance with needs identified in data.



On-going development of student ownership of
learning by identifying and developing own next
steps from work samples and testing data.
Increasing student voice and consistency in
student-led learning.
Targeted acceleration of identified CWSN students.
Development of teaching CWSN in-class (in
addition to withdrawn groups).






Development of teaching CWSA.

Targeted resources:
 Mathematics: Released Curriculum Leaders, Ongoing Staff P.D., NX ALIM, COSDMBRRICS, SPRING,
RTLB, ICAS, APSMO, Mathex, Mathletics, Extension
groups.


Literacy: Released Curriculum Leader, On-going
Staff P.D, Write That Essay, Rainbow Reading,
AVAILL, PROBE, Cars and Stars, SRA, Extension
groups, ICAS, Readers and Writers Festival, Barfoot
and Thompson Competition, Elsie Locke Awards, Lit
Quiz.

2018

2019

On-going focus on teaching and learning in
Literacy and Mathematics. Analysis of
Variance completed and measured against
National Standards.
Reset targets and target groups (priority
learners) in accordance with needs
identified in data.
Continued development of student
ownership of learning. Review of student
voice and student-led learning.

On-going focus on teaching and learning in
Literacy and Mathematics. Analysis of
Variance completed and measured against
National Standards.
Reset targets and target groups (priority
learners) in accordance with needs
identified in data.
Continued development of student
ownership of learning. Increasing student
voice and student-led learning.

Re-evaluation and continuing development
of Professional Development, programmes
and resources for identified groups of
learners.
Re-evaluation and continuing development
of Professional Development, programmes
and resources for CWSA.

Re-evaluation and continuing development
of Professional Development, programmes
and resources for identified groups of
learners.
Re-evaluation and continuing development
of Professional Development, programmes
and resources.

Re-evaluation of resources.

Use 2017 Student Achievement data,
together with Staff & Student survey to reevaluate effectiveness of current resources
& programmes.
This will inform 2018 Literacy Action Plan &
Budget.

Use 2018 Student Achievement data,
together with Staff & Student survey to reevaluate effectiveness of current resources
& programmes.
This will inform 2019 Literacy Action Plan &
Budget.

1d, b, d & f. To raise the level of achievement for
Maori and Pasifika students against the National
Standard in Reading, Writing and Mathematics.
As in 1a, c & e, plus:


2) Through explicit
teaching, the school will
build the capacity of
learners to learn in order to
improve student
achievement: Visible
Learning.



Identification of students at the class and school
level.
Identification of targeted resources for this group.



Increased cultural awareness and best practise.





Korero Whanau
Noho Kura experience.
Directed teaching in Reading, Writing and
Mathematics for identified Below and Well Below
students

2a. Teachers will understand the impact of key
characteristics of assessment-capable learners.


Identification and implementation of the key
characteristics through Professional Development.

2b. Teachers will have a shared understanding of
what makes a good teacher.




On-going Professional Development in best
practise.
Continued biannual use of Best Practise Rubrics.
Teachers continue to develop understandings of
identifying the beliefs (mindframes) that can have a
major impact on student achievement.

2c. Teachers and students have an understanding
of the assessment tools being used and their
purpose.


Through regular discussions, staff and students will
understand the purpose of assessment tools used.

In addition to the above and on review of
previous year:

In addition to the above and on review of
previous year:

Continued identification of students at class
and school level
Continued development of understandings
and resources for this group of priority
learners.
Increased cultural awareness and best
practise.
Continued strengthening of home:school
partnership.
On-going commitment to directed teaching
in Reading, Writing and Mathematics for
identified Below and Well Below students
Use of key characteristics of assessment
capable learners in classrooms.

Continued identification of students at class
and school level
Continued development of understandings
and resources for this group of priority
learners.
Increased cultural awareness and best
practise.
Continued strengthening of home:school
partnership.
On-going commitment to directed teaching
of identified students.

On-going identification and implementation
of the key characteristics through
Professional Development.
Increased use of qualities of best practise
and Mindframes.

On-going identification and implementation
of the key characteristics through
Professional Development.
Increased use of qualities of best practise.

On-going Professional Development in best
practise.
Continued biannual use of Best Practise
Rubrics.
Teachers continue to develop
understandings of identifying the beliefs
(mindframes) that can have a major impact
on student achievement.
School-wide use of assessment tools for
establishing achievement and next steps in
learning.

On-going Professional Development in best
practise.
Continued biannual use of Best Practise
Rubrics.
Teachers continue to develop
understandings of identifying the bel iefs
(mindframes) that can have a major impact
on student achievement.
School-wide use of assessment tools for
establishing achievement and next steps in
learning.

On-going regular discussions, staff and

On-going regular discussions, staff and

students will understand the purpose of
assessment tools used.

students will understand the purpose of
assessment tools used.

School-wide use of key characteristics of
assessment capable learners in classrooms.





Evidence of data collected, collated and analysed
being used to inform next steps in learning (e.g.
SOLO, AsTTle rubrics and reports, Writers’ Checklist
& Map, conferencing, pre and post tests , etc.)
Upskilling of teacher and student understandings of
SOLO as a tool for assessment and learning.

2d. Teachers and students will increasingly
understand, and use, learning intentions and
success criteria to monitor teaching and learning.


Assisted by school-wide and classroom planning,
next steps in learning will be vi sible through learning
intentions and success criteria.



When applicable, based on previous learning, coconstruction of learning intentions and success
criteria.

2e) Teacher and students will understand the
progression and strategies of learning.
Units of teaching and learning will be planned to
incorporate the progressions of learning (surface, deep and
transfer), along with learning strategies.
In learning experiences, teachers will begin to explicitly refer
to the progressions of learning (related to SOLO), and
learning strategies.

2f) Using a set of beliefs that underpin our
actions and decisions (mindframes), teachers and
students will regularly reflect on the way we
think about teaching and learning.


Students and teachers will use teacher, peer and
self-feedback to inform next steps in learning.



Student feedback on teaching and learning will be
regularly sought and reflected on.

Continued evidence of data collected,

Continued evidence of data collected,

collated and analysed used to inform next
steps in learning (e.g. SOLO, AsTTle rubrics
and reports, Writers’ Checklist & Map,
conferencing, pre and post tests , etc.)
On-going upskilling of teacher and student
understandings of SOLO as a tool for
assessment and learning.
School-wide use of learning intentions and
success criteria to monitor teaching and
learning.

collated and analysed used to inform next
steps in learning (e.g. SOLO, AsTTle rubrics
and reports, Writers’ Checklist & Map,
conferencing, pre and post tests, etc.)
On-going upskilling of teacher and student
understandings of SOLO as a tool for
assessment and learning.
School-wide use of learning intentions and
success criteria to monitor teaching and
learning.

Assisted by school-wide and classroom
planning, next steps in learning will continue
to be visible through learning intentions and
success criteria.
When applicable, based on previous
learning, co-construction of learning
intentions and success criteria.
The progressions (surface, deep and
transfer), and strategies of learning are
embedded in the units and deliberately
taught.
Units of teaching and learning will continue
to be planned to incorporate the
progressions of learning (surface, deep and
transfer), along with learning strategies.
In learning experiences, teachers will
explicitly use the progressions of learning
(related to SOLO), and learning strategies.
Teachers and students continue to develop
their understandings of mindframes and
how our beliefs affect our teaching and
learning

Assisted by school-wide and classroom
planning, next steps in learning will continue
to be visible through learning intentions and
success criteria.
When applicable, based on previous
learning, co-construction of learning
intentions and success criteria.
The progressions (surface, deep and
transfer), and strategies of learning are
embedded in the units and deliberately
taught.
Units of teaching and learning will continue
to be planned to incorporate the
progressions of learning (surface, deep and
transfer), along with learning strategies.
In learning experiences, teachers will
explicitly refer to the progressions of
learning (related to SOLO), and learning
strategies.
Teachers and students continue to develop
their understandings of mindframes and
how our beliefs affect our teaching and
learning

Students and teachers will continue to use
teacher, peer and self-feedback to inform
next steps in learning.
Student feedback on teaching and learning
will continue to be regularly sought and
reflected on.

Students and teachers will continue to use
teacher, peer and self-feedback to inform
next steps in learning.
Student feedback on teaching and learning
will continue to be regularly sought and
reflected on.

2g) Teachers Professional Learning Groups will,
through their PLG, inquire into aspects of Visible
Learning.




Teachers will investigate their own pedagogy
through on-going inquiry and report back to their
peers.
Development of understandings of applying
research to Visible Learning, collaborative practice
and/or e-learning.

2h) A thorough understanding of the NZC
document will be transparent in planning and
teaching practice.




Teachers will refer to the NZC and/or learning
progressions and/or National Standards Documents
when planning.
Development of teacher and student
understandings of the characteristics of the
Standards’ levels (below, at and above) for Years 7
& 8.

2i) A common language of learning will be
developed across the school.


On-going development and use of common terms
such as: Learning Dispositions, Student Voice,
Assessment-capable Learners, Values, Feedback,
Next Steps, Inquiry Model, the terminology of
SOLO, the learning progressions, Learning
Strategies, etc. become common practice.

3. To continue to 3a. Teachers understanding of the Northcross
develop the use of Inquiry Model will be visible in their classroom
thinking models to practice.
promote
student
 Stages of the Northcross Inquiry Model will be
thinking and learning.

referenced in school wide planning documents.

Teachers Professional Learning Groups will
inquire into an aspect of Visible Learning.

Teachers Professional Learning Groups wil l
inquire into an aspect of Visible Learning.

Teachers will continue to investigate their
own pedagogy through on-going inquiry and
report back to their peers.

Teachers will continue to investigate their
own pedagogy through on-going inquiry and
report back to their peers.

A thorough understanding of the NZC
document will be transparent in planning
and teaching practice.

A thorough understanding of the NZC
document will be transparent in planning
and teaching practice.

Teachers will refer to the NZC and/or
learning progressions and/or National
Standards Documents when planning.

Teachers will refer to the NZC and/or
learning progressions and/or National
Standards Documents when planning.

Development of teacher and student
understandings of the characteristics of the
Standards’ levels (below, at and above) for
Years 7 & 8.
A common language of learning will be used
across the school.

Development of teacher and student
understandings of the characteristics of the
Standards’ levels (below, at and above) for
Years 7 & 8.
A common language of learning will be used
across the school.

Continued development and use of common
terms such as: Learning Dispositions,
Student Voice, Assessment-capable
Learners, Values, Feedback, Next Steps,
Inquiry Model, the terminology of SOLO, the
learning progressions, Learning Strategies,
etc. become common practice.

Continued development and use of common
terms such as: Learning Dispositions,
Student Voice, Assessment-capable
Learners, Values, Feedback, Next Steps,
Inquiry Model, the terminology of SOLO, the
learning progressions, Learning Strategies,
etc. become common practice.



Stages of the Northcross Inquiry
Model will be referenced in school
wide planning documents.



Stages of the Northcross Inquiry
Model will be referenced in school
wide planning documents.



Teachers refer to the stages of the Northcross
Inquiry process to clarify learning pathways.



Teachers regularly refer to the
stages of the process to clarify
learning pathways.



As a matter of course, teachers
refer to the stages of the process to
clarify learning pathways.



Students will recognise and name
the stages of the process.
Students will identify the actions
required for the stages of the
process.



Students will recognise and name
the stages of the process.
Students will identify the acti ons
required for the stages of the
process.

Students and teachers will use the
levels of SOLO taxonomy to
identify and extend the depth of
thinking evident, with increasing
confidence.
SOLO graphic organisers may be
used to gather, organise, interpret
and display information and
learning.



Curriculum Leaders and Teachers
more proficient in identifying elearning resources and practises for
inclusion in curriculum planning
documents.
ICT Lead Teachers work alongside
staff and students to incorporate a
greater range of eLearning
strategies across the curriculum.
Continue to use digital Induction
benchmarks, new tools and
strategies added to teacher
resource bank.



3b. Students will begin to identify the step(s) of
their learning, based on the stages of the
inquiry/learning process.



Students will recognise and name the stages of the
process.
Students will identify the actions required for the
stages of the process.





3c. SOLO taxonomy to be used as a classroom
tool.


Students and teachers will use the levels of SOLO
taxonomy to identify and extend the depth of
thinking evident.





SOLO graphic organisers may be used to gather,
organise, interpret and display information and
learning.



4. The school will

4a. eLearning strategies and digital technologies that

continue to infuse
eLearning as part of the
curriculum through
developing teacher
pedagogy and enhancing
student’s digital fluency.

encourage responsible digital citizenship will be
integrated into the planning and practices of the
Learning Concepts.


Curriculum and Team Leaders work with eLearning
Leaders in incorporating digital technologies and
eLearning Strategies into school wide planning.





ICT lead teachers continue to share resources and
practices of effective eLearning with both staff and
students to support delivery of the Learning
Concepts.
Introduce digital Induction benchmarks for
teachers.













Students and teachers will use the
levels of SOLO taxonomy to
identify and extend the depth of
thinking evident, with increasing
confidence.
SOLO graphic organisers may be
used to gather, organise, interpret
and display information and
learning.

Curriculum Leaders and Teachers
effectively identify and use elearning resources and practises
for higher order teaching and
learning.
Teachers use a wide range of
elearning strategies and evaluate
and reflect on the impact these
strategies have on learning.
Continue to use digital Induction
benchmarks, new tools and
strategies added to teacher
resource bank.

4b. Teachers effectively monitor, review and
evaluate the impact their eLearning strategies have
on learner dispositions, values and achievement.


Identified teachers continue to take part in
professional development programme while
assisting other teachers to extend the range of
applications and processes used to enhance
learning and engagement.



Previously identified teachers
continue to take part in PD
programme while assisting other
teachers to extend the range of
applications and processes to
enhance learning and engagement.



Newly identified teachers take part
in PD to extend the range of
applications and processes to
enhance learning and engagement.



Identified and previously upskilled teachers review
and evaluate the e-learning practices in the school ,
assessing the impact pedagogical changes have had
on learning.
Teachers record, evaluate and reflect on their own
eLearning as part of the Appraisal process making
use of online forums, blogs and digital spaces
(Pond, TKI, and VLN).



eLearning leaders review and
evaluate the e-learning practices in
the school highlighting effective
pedagogy.
Teachers record, evaluate and
reflect on their eLearning practices
as part of the Appraisal process.



Previously upskilled teachers will
actively seed e-learning practices in
the school.



Teachers record, evaluate and
reflect on the impact their
eLearning practices have had on
learner dispositions and





4c. E-learning resources and practices are shared
across the NX community using staff and student’s
resource spaces such as a Google Sites, Google
Classroom, You Tube and Blogs.


Development of a shared Google Site which
includes web tutorials where Teachers are able to
access a range of eLearning resources and tools.



Teachers using eLearning resources
shared on School Google Site, You
Tube and online learning hubs such
as Pond, VLN and Digi store



Teachers using and adding to the
eLearning resources shared on
School Google Site, You Tube and
online learning hubs.



All teachers develop class site and use of Google
Classroom is actively encouraged for the
organisation and management of student learning.



Teachers and students effectively
using G Suite tools for the
organisation and management of
student Learning



Teachers and students effectively
using G Suite and other digital tools
for the organisation and
management of student learning.



Students actively use own devices
to access digital tools, resources
and G Suite apps in collaboration
with teachers, peers and parents to
support their learning .



Students actively use own devices
to access digital tools, resources
and G Suite apps in collaboration
with teachers, peers and parents to
support their learning .

4d. Students will use a range of digital tools and
strategies to assist with collaboration and selfdirected learning.
 Continue to encourage students in the use of own
devices to access digital tools and resources for
learning, using G Suite more competently to
support their learning.



Students in collaboration with teachers begin to
make decisions on the digital technologies they will
use to support their own learning.



Teachers and students negotiate
the way digital technologies will be
used to meet learning needs
appropriately.



The appropriate use of digital
technologies decided
collaboratively with students.

5a. Staff will respond with sensitivity to students,

5. The school will focus while setting firm, clear boundaries.
on
the
emerging
adolescent and the
unique needs of this
age group in their
development.


Staff engage in dialogue with students about their
learning and behaviour.

• Staff engage in dialogue about
learning and behaviour, and setting
goals as and where necessary.



Students are surveyed about their school
experience, including their relationships with
their teachers.





Results will inform class and school planning
and practise.





Counselling and mentoring services are
available for all students and staff.
Personnel and programmes provided to meet
high social-emotional needs, as and where
necessary.



Students are surveyed about
their school experience,
including their relationships

Results will continue to inform
class and school planning and
practise.
• Counselling and mentoring services
are available for all students and staff.
• Personnel and programmes provided
to meet high social-emotional needs, as
and where necessary.

• Staff engage in dialogue about
learning and behaviour, and setting
goals as and where necessary.





Students are surveyed about
their school experience,
including their relationships
with their teachers.
Results will continue to inform
class and school planning and
practise.

• Personnel and programmes provided
to meet high social-emotional needs, as
and where necessary.

5b. Staff will be empathetic to the physical,
emotional, social and academic needs of
students, promoting an environment conducive
to learning.


Each teacher recognises, understands the need for,
and actively promotes a culturally inclusive learning
environment.



Each
teacher
recognises,
understands the need for, and
actively promotes a culturally
inclusive learning environment.



Each
teacher
recognises,
understands the need for, and
actively promotes a culturally
inclusive learning environment.



Teacher, Senior Leadership and SENCO to monitor
emotionally vulnerable students and consult
families.



Teacher, Senior Leadership and
SENCO to monitor emotionally
vulnerable students and consult
families.
Students are encouraged to take
learning risks based on Visible
Learning principles.





Students are encouraged to take learning risks
based on Visible Learning principles.





Students are encouraged to understand and
communicate the relevance of what they are
learning about to the world they live in and their
future(s).



Students are
encouraged
to
understand and communicate the
relevance of what they are learning
about to the world they live in and
their future(s).



NX students will consistently
demonstrate and develop the Key
Competencies, Values and Learning
Dispositions as part of our
Northcross culture, and in the wider
community.

learning experiences in integrated
units will explicitly link to students’
lives and experiences.

Students are encouraged to
understand and communicate the
relevance of what they are learning
about to the world they live in and
their future(s).
Teachers of learning environments
continue to make responsiveness and
flexibility common practice.





Teacher, Senior Leadership and
SENCO to monitor emotionally
vulnerable students and consult
families.
Students are encouraged to take
learning risks based on Visible
Learning principles.
Students are
encouraged
to
understand and communicate the
relevance of what they are learning
about to the world they live in and
their future(s).

5c. Learning is connected to the lives of the
students in a meaningful way.

6. The school will work
towards increasing
collaborative and
innovative learning
environments



NX students will consistently demonstrate and
develop the Key Competencies, Values and
Learning Dispositions as part of our Northcross
culture, and in the wider community.



Learning experiences in integrated units will
explicitly link to students’ lives and experiences.



Students are encouraged to understand and
communicate the relevance of what they are
learning about to the world they live in and their
future(s).

6a. The pedagogy suits the physical environment







Teachers of learning environments make
responsiveness and flexibility common practice.

Students are set up to be assessment capable and can
identify their own next learning steps across all
curriculum areas.



Students are assessment capable, can
identify their own next learning steps
and individual learning pathways across
all curriculum areas.





NX students will consistently
demonstrate and develop the Key
Competencies, Values and Learning
Dispositions as part of our
Northcross culture, and in the wider
community.

Learning
experiences
in
integrated units will explicitly link to
students’ lives and experiences.

Students are encouraged to
understand and communicate the
relevance of what they are learning
about to the world they live in and
their future(s).
Inclusiveness, responsiveness and
flexibility are
common
practice
schoolwide.

Students are assessment capable, can
identify their own next learning steps,
and plan for, create and follow through
individual learning pathways across all
curriculum areas.



Teachers given the opportunity to receive Professional
development in ILE’s.



6b. Move from a solo environment to larger learning 
community






Beginning to utilise specialisation rotations using teacher
strengths and passions across teams.
Individual teachers begin to move from class data
analysis to team-wide
analysis of student
data/assessment results to support planning and
implementation (data collaboratively collected on
google sheets)
All ILE teams have a shared website – shared Math,
Reading and Writing plan on google suite.





6c. Teachers understand the pedagogy of learning in a 
collaborative learning environment.
 An increased understanding of the pedagogy required in


a multi-teacher environment.
Increased Collaborative teaching utilising teacher
strengths and passions.



6d. Student voice is evident as part of the collaborative 
learning environment.




Students are able to make choice about their learning
including self-analysis of assessment and next steps in
learning.
Teachers are able to use online platforms to encourage
student voice.



Teachers
in innovative learning
environments
will
continue
to
receive Professional development in
ILE’s.
Increased number of teams using Inquiry
based learning & Specialisation rotations
using teacher strengths and pas sions
across teams.



An increasing number of Teachers have
received Professional development in
ILE’s.



Using teacher strengths and passions to
deliver the curriculum across all areas.

Increase of teams analysing data at
team-wide level for data/ assessment
results to support planning and
implementation (data collaboratively
collected on google sheets)
Increasing number of teams have a
shared team website – shared Math,
Reading and Writing plan on google
suite. – Teams in ILE to be planning,
tracking students, collecting student
voice together as a team using google
suite.
An increased understanding of the
pedagogy required in a multi -teacher
environment.



Increase of teams analysing data at
team-wide level for data/ assessment
results to support planning and
implementation (data collaboratively
collected on google sheets)
All Teams - Curriculum areas planned
together as a team with a shared vision
for all students in the team. – Shared
planning, assessment, tracking, sharing,
student voice documents being used
team wide.



An increased understanding of the
pedagogy required in a multi -teacher
environment.

Increased
Collaborative
teaching
utilising teacher strengths and passions.
Students are increasingly confident to
make choices about their learning
including self-analysis of assessment and
next steps in learning.



Increased
Collaborative
teaching
utilising teacher strengths and passions.
Students are increasingly confident to
make choices about their learning
including self-analysis of assessment and
next steps in learning.

Teachers are able to use online
platforms to encourage student voice.







Teachers are able to use online
platforms to encourage student voice.

NAG 1 Curriculum: Raising student achievement
Our focus: To deliver a curriculum engaging to the emerging adolescent, by enhancing teaching pedagogy through Visible Learn ing, Inquiry Learning, and increasing ICT components.
Literacy and Numeracy remain the fundamental focus for teaching and learning.
Reading: To raise the level of achievement for all students against the National Standards
in Reading.



















To i mprove reading results using summative and formative data to plan learning i ntentions a nd
s uccess criteria
Student ownership of l earning with planning, buy-in a nd understanding of own next steps
(Vi s ible Learning)
Tea chers give s pecific feedback to students relating to their reading a chievement
(comprehension and decoding s trategies) guiding next steps a nd monitoring progress using
tool s s uch as a sTTle and SOLO rubrics
Li tera cy Co-ordinators (0.6) provide s chool-wide planning, resources and support to improve
rea ding results
Li tera cy/Integrated plans reviewed by Cl ass Teachers; feed forward shapes future planning
Cl a ssroom teachers mentored through improving classroom practice in Guided Reading a nd
other teaching s trategies as appropriate
Profes sional Development provided on a range of aspects to upskill teachers in a ssessing a nd
tea ching reading, wi th a focus on providing high-interest programmes and differentiated
l earning
Ta rgeted acceleration of Ma ori a nd Pa sifika students.
Ta rgeted acceleration of all students performing in the lowest 20% as i dentified by PROBE,
As TTl e, PAT a nd Teacher OTJ.
Ta rgeted acceleration of Year7/8 boys who are Below Standard, as i dentified by a nalysis of 2016
Li tera cy data.
Students who a re below Na tional Standard have PROBE a dministered twice a year. This informs
Gui ded Reading planning a nd is part of the identification process for s electing reading support
s tudents. These students are mentored when discontinued a fter intervention.
Rea ding s upport Intervention i n eight week cycl es: Rainbow Reading, Guided Reading,
As s ociate Pri ncipals and Class Teachers a ware of ta rget groups in their cl ass, and i ntervention
progra mmes components. Rainbow Reading and SRA available in teams.
Ta rgeted acceleration of CWSA s tudents.
Increased participation i n Li teracy related extension a ctivi ties available to all students with the
s chool l ibrary a s the venue; focus on authentic 21 st Century l iteracy opportunities, planning and
co-ordi nating whole s chool events s howcasing the English Curri culum.

Writing: To raise the level of achievement for all students against the National
Standard in Writing.



















To i mprove wri ting results using s ummative a nd formative data to plan learning
i ntentions a nd success cri teria.
Student ownership of l earning with planning, buy-in a nd understanding of own next
s teps (Visible Learning)
Tea chers give s pecific feedback to students on their current level, guided next s teps
a nd monitoring progress; using tools such as asTTle, SOLO, a nd Writer’s Scorecard
(pa rt of Wri te That Essay).
Li tera cy Co-ordinators (0.6) provide s chool-wide planning, resources and support to
i mprove writing results
Li tera cy plans reviewed by each team. Feed forward shapes future planning
Li tera cy co-ordinator will attend team meetings to ‘unpack’ the literacy plan, related
res ources, events and assessment requirements for each term.
Cl a ssroom teachers mentored through improving classroom practice in Guided
Wri ti ng.
Intentional planning a nd i mplementation of Guided Wri ting l essons (with a particular
focus on s entence a nd paragraph s tructures, vocabulary, a nd precision in writing.
Profes sional Development provided on a range of aspects to upskill teachers in
a s sessing a nd teaching writing, with a focus on provi ding high-interest programmes
a nd differentiated learning
Ta rgeted acceleration of all Curri culum Level 1 a nd 2 s tudents i nformed by As TTle,
Tea cher OTJ, a nd Writer’s Scorecard.
Wri ti ng s upport i ntervention i n eight week cycl es using Bra nn Blocks, focus on
s pelling/proof reading s trategies
Ta rgeted acceleration of CWSA s tudents a s identified by e -asTTle and Teacher OTJ.
CWSA mi ni block extension for 50 s tudents once per week
Increased participation i n written language related extension activities a vailable to a ll
s tudents with the school library a s the venue; focus on a uthentic 21 st Century l iteracy
opportunities, a ctivities, a nd planning a nd co-ordinating whole s chool events
s howcasing the English Curri culum.
Tea m a nd full s chool moderation of Writing terms 2 a nd 3 using Writer’s Scorecard.
Col l aboration with Northern Bays Oneroa Community of Learning.

Mathematics: To raise the level of achievement for all students against the
National Standard in Mathematics.











To i mprove mathematics results using s ummative a nd formative data to plan learning
i ntentions a nd success cri teria.
Student ownership of l earning with planning, buy-in and understanding of own next
s teps (Visible Learning).
Ma thematics Co-ordinator provi des di fferentiated s chool wi de pl anning, resources,
a nd s upport to i mprove mathematics results.
Cl a ssroom teachers mentored through improving classroom practice of mathematics
s tra tegies and content knowledge.
Buy i n Professional Development provided on a ra nge of a spects to upskill teachers in
a s sessing a nd teaching ma thematics wi th a focus on extending our CWSA s tudents
wi thin the classroom.
Cl a ss Descriptions detail students’ mathematics results, needs a nd programmes based
on a nalysis of s ummative and formative data.
Ta rgeted acceleration of students performing in l owest 20% as i dentified by s trategy
a nd knowledge testing.
Underachievi ng Ma ori a nd Pasifika s tudents i dentified and supported.
Ta rgeted acceleration of i dentified CWSA students.

Maori and Pasifika Achievement:


Ma ori a nd Pa sifika s tudents ca n identify cultural origins a nd what it means to
them.
Ma i ntain a cultural community co-ordinator (Teacher)
Uti l ise community expertise and knowledge to assist with cultural programme.
Conti nue to provide ma thematics and literacy i ntervention programmes for Ma ori
a nd Pa sifika s tudents.
Curri cul um programmes acknowledge cultural backgrounds and prior experiences
of Ma ori and Pasifika students.
Ana l yse school wide data to focus on a ccelerating the literacy a nd numeracy levels
of Ma ori and Pa cific students.
Evi dence in teaching and l earning programmes of Tataiako: Cultural competencies
a nd Te Reo.
Meet wha nau annually to report achievement and seek feedback on Northcross
progra mmes.
Ma ori / Pa sifika s ports days to build community a nd well-being.
EOTC Week: All Y7 s tudents participate i n cultural programme a t Awataha Marae
Conti nue with Kapa Haka for s tudents.












Te Reo




Te Reo i n all classes, resourced from TKI and Keri Pa kai (Maori cultural advisor)
Conti nued development of everyday pronunciation of Ma ori words
Ma ori l anguage tutor to support cl ass programmes.

Visible Learning: Through explicit teaching the school will build the capacity of learners to learn, in order to improve student achievement.



Visible Learning on Visible Learners and Progression of Learning 26th and 27th January, whole staff.
Foundation Visible learning seminar for new to NX Staff.

Teachers will understand the impact of key characteristics of assessment-capable learners. Understanding of Learning Progressions is evident in pedagogy.
Students will:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Know about their learning and can plan their next steps
Be active in their learning
Understand the assessment tools being used and what results mean
Understand the Learning Intentions of each lesson
Use Success Criteria to monitor and evaluate their own progress and achievement
Self-monitor progress through the use of learning goals
Know: Where they are going, how they are going, where they are going next.
Track progress using rubrics and/or exemplars
Begin to understand the learning progressions (surface, deep and transfer).

Teachers will have a shared understanding of what makes a good teacher.





Through Visible Learning professional development, Teachers have an understanding of the Visible Learning Mindframes and Learning Progressions: This includes: Evaluator, Agent of Change, Talk about Learning, not Teaching,
View assessment as feedback, Engage in dialogue not monologue, Enjoy challenge, Develop positive relationships, Shared language of Learning, Learning is viewed as hard work. Stages of learning (surface, deep and transfer).
Teachers self-assess against the NX rubrics of ‘good practice’ as part of their appraisal.
Associate Principals and HOD’s ensure teachers and students understand the purpose of each assessment tool through team discu ssions.
Class teaching on SOLO/Rubrics/easTTle gaps in learning/GLOSS/PROBE/Knowledge Tests/Pre-Post Tests/Success Criteria//Write That Essay score sheet.

Teachers and students’ understand and use learning intentions and success criteria to monitor their learning.





Promote – “Assessment capable learners” by using rubrics and SC to plan next learning steps.
Moderation – in team meetings throughout the year.
Using assessment data to reflect on teaching and assessing what to change/adapt.
Learners well informed of the purpose of lessons through explicit Learning Intentions and Success Criteria

Teachers and students will be able to describe the role of feedback and its potential impact on learning



Teachers and students share an understanding of the four levels of feedback within the Instructional Feedback Model. (Self, Task, Process and Self-regulation).
Students and teachers understand feedback is important in order to make progress

Teachers and students will be able to recognise the stages of learning
 NX Units will identify the three stages of learning (surface, deep and transfer)



Stages of learning will be integrated within the Inquiry Model
Learning strategies will be explicitly taught (e.g. SOLO, graphic organisers, skimming and scanning)

Using a set of beliefs that underpin our actions and decisions (mindframes), teachers and students will regularly reflect on the way we think about teaching and learning.




Students will regularly reflect on the success of the learning intentions by the use of success criteria, various forms of fe edback and next steps in learning.
Teachers will self-assess their practice using Effective Teaching Practice rubrics.
Associate Principals regularly appraise their team’s teaching practice.

Teachers’ Professional Learning Groups may inquire into an aspect of Visible Learning.


Through the use of Visible Learning characteristics, teachers inquire into an aspect of teaching pedagogy and report back to staff at the end of Term 3.

A thorough understanding of the NZC document will be transparent in planning and teaching practise.




Planning teams use the NZC as their main resource when planning future units.
Associate Principals will make regular reference to the NZC when planning and evaluating with their team.
The Teaching as Inquiry Model within the NZC is used as a main resource when completing PLG Inquiry.

A common language of learning will be used throughout the school.



Learner Dispositions used as a common language of learning schoolwide: Learners at Northcross Perse vere, Engage, Explore, Reflect and are self-motivated.
Strategies and stages of learning (Surface, Deep and Transfer).

Science & Technology:


















Develop our Science programme to increase hands -on learning and move to
assessing the Science Capabilities
Incorporate student Science Fair Investigations into the whole-school learning
programme.
Continue to develop Science learning in the Specialist programme.
Continue to liaise with secondary schools on their expectations.
Robotics is run as part of the Specialist programme incorporating coding and
programming
Engineering introduced as part of extension programmes.
Scientific inventions in technology (Epro8) to teach physics
Chemistry taught in technology rotation through Biotech and Science focus.
Technology through the eyes of a scientist/ Integration of science through
technology
Renewable energy in extension programmes (water, wind and solar)
Food tech utilises gardens.
Garden to table concept where students grow, maintain, care and share fresh
produce from Kete Kai gardens.
Using 3D printers into the tech area of Design
Use of Wearable Tech Styles in extension programme to raise awareness of
renewable resources.
Environmental action group extension to reduce school waste.
Extension groups to build Maori and Pasifika potential through Art a nd
Technology.
Creating outdoor learning environments through the extension programme.

Planning for learning:








School wide planning mapped a nnually.
Uni t plans developed for whole-school, by a committee.
HODs Li teracy a nd Numeracy provide plans and learning progressions for classroom
tea chers.
Cl a ssroom teachers continue to plan on-line, using Google.
Expecta tion that Li teracy a nd Numeracy a re prioritised and taught daily.
Conti nued development of collaboration wi th students.
Surveyi ng past pupils for feedback on preparedness for college (curriculum content and
del ivery)

I.C.T. The school will develop skills in the safe and responsible use of digital
technologies to enhance e-learning and digital fluency.
E-learning resources and practices to be shared across the school community.
 ICT lead teachers regularly share resources and practices with staff.
 Opt in workshops for teachers to upskill in digital tools.
 Teachers and students to use Google Apps, Classroom and online tools
competently (access to Google classroom, gmails, sites and drive.)
 Teachers to use Google Sites to complete and share appraisals
 David Kinane to work with previously identifies teachers on moving
teachers to the Empowering Stage.
 Curriculum leaders to actively seek to embed eLearning into planning
and Learning Concept Units
Teachers effectively use e-learning to monitor, review and evaluate the impact
on student achievement.
 Students to use e-portfolio’s to store best work and record assessment,
data and reflection (Google Site, Google Classroom, Drive)
 Students to upload work in nxschool.kiwi domain using Google apps –
teacher, student and parents to comment and reflect on a particular
piece of work.
Teachers use eLearning strategies to engage students in curriculum content.
 Students use devices regularly to access the curriculum and integrate
devices into technology programme in a responsible, relevant and
meaningful way.
 Students are familiar with a range of applications and digital tools to use
in their learning and aware of the challenges associated with the digital
world.
 Use of student own devices as tools to engage and accelerate student
learning while developing positive digital citizenship.
Students have access to digital resources to support their learning
 Infrastructure allows all students accessibility to digital tools (majority of
students now using their own devices).
Teachers and students become proficient with mobile devices in student
learning.
 Students become confident, competent, responsible and digitally fluent
users of e-learning.
 Students encouraged to share and collaborate using eLearning
strategies and tools on a regular basis.

Inquiry Learning
Students understand the Northcross Inquiry Model, and it will be visible in their learning







Each unit incorporates the inquiry model. At Y7 level teachers will demonstrate and explain each step of the model through the Local History
unit.
Explicit teaching of the Inquiry steps and how they relate to the learning stages.
At Y8 level, learners will revisit and use the model with increasing independence.
Throughout the year they will show understanding of the inquiry model by demonstrating various steps in the model by completi ng a range of
tasks and learning activities.
Students are able to use the inquiry language and explain the learning strategies and stages.
When planning, the New Zealand Curriculum will be referred to.

Students will personalise their learning and can articulate their next learning steps





Students
Students
Students
Students

are able to self-assess against learning intentions and / or success criteria.
have an understanding of the assessment tools used and how to interpret them.
are able to identify their next steps either independently or from feedback.
actively engage in learning based on their next steps.

SOLO proficiently used by all learners. Teachers and students will understand, and use learning intentions and success criteria to monitor their
learning.




Y7 learners (teachers and students) to know what SOLO is and understand the levels.
Y8 learners (teachers and students) to consolidate the use of SOLO – through use of graphic organisers and coding levels of thinking and
achievement.
Learners use the common language of SOLO.

Special Education:











Students at risk continue to be identified.
Regular IEP’s/Behaviour Management programmes completed for identified students
SENCO / HODs will continue to co-ordinate and provide programmes and personnel to meet the needs of those identified.
Achievement levels, behaviour, learning-needs and support tracked, and referred to outside agencies as necessary.
Students at risk discussed at Team meetings, strategies and support actioned.
Continued liaison with RTLB and other agencies.
Provide Maths and Literacy support programmes based on student data/Teacher OTJ.
Provide an environment where students feel safe.
Learning and teaching programmes appropriately scaffolded.
Focus on transitions from and on to contributing schools.

GATE:






Extension groups and opportunities continue to run throughout the year, across the curriculum including: Mathematics, Writing, Science, Technology, FPS, relevant
competitions, ICAS, ILC class, The Arts.
Increasing differentiation in teaching according to student next steps.
Provision of more high-level resources in Literacy.
Opportunities for self-referral to extension and enrichment classes.

ESOL:





ESOL department continue to provide differentiated ESOL programmes
ESOL Pers onnel support cl assroom teachers in teaching ESOL students by providing Professional Development
ESOL s tudents’ progress i n class & ESOL i s monitored throughout the year
Students a re offered the opportunity to participate i n a n annual Interschool s ports tournament



In-class ESOL resourcing for foundation students organized by ESOL Teachers and the Director International Students. Resources include audio visual reading software,
English workbooks and oral language games
After English classes are offered twice weekly to International Students
A Chinese speaking Learning Assistant is available to assist Chinese speaking ESOL in class
Bilingual ESOL Ambassadors, who speak a wide variety of languages, are trained and available to assist ESOL students and parents.






Emerging Adolescent: the school will focus on the emerging adolescent and the unique needs of this age group.



































Every teacher uses school-wide timetabling of the learning day, with the key learning areas in literacy and numeracy allotted to the morning for optimal learning
focus.
Every teacher has the flexibility for state-change breaks between longer blocks of learning time, according to class needs.
Every teacher clarifies and reinforces the Northcross expectations and rules.
Class rules and codes co-constructed.
Teachers and departmental heads regularly survey students, classes and/or year levels about programmes, processes and student well-being.
Students and teachers regularly reflect on learning, understanding, and success by criteria.
Teachers make it possible for students to have input into learning content and process, where applicable (may be specialisation within a team, selecting what to
learn about, Specialists Electives Term 4, cultural activities, etc.).
Key competencies deliberately taught in every class, so that students are aware of them, set goals for them, and review/reflect on their achievement.
Values – deliberate acts of teaching for awareness and reflection.
Students articulate and take ownership of their learning.
Teachers will establish supportive relationships, focused on positive development and care of all students.
Teachers will proactively communicate clearly, in a timely manner, with parents about their child.
Teachers encourage and value wide participation in the cultural and sporting opportunities offered by the school.
School wide sporting programme and school wide cultural programme
EOTC programmes, school-wide and individual year/class.
Minimum two hours timetabled P.E. per week.
School wide academic and specialist extension and support programmes self, teacher and parent referral (on-going and shorter term).
Special character classes, self- and teacher-nominated.
Group working activities in class across the curriculum.
The Northcross community follows the values of the school.
Teachers accommodate the extra-curricular commitments of students.
Student Leadership opportunities.
School-provided Counsellor for self, teacher and parent referral.
School-based Physiotherapy clinic available for self-referral. Registered Nurse permanent staff member.
Generalist teachers, and small Teams allow the development of strong interpersonal relationships based on knowledge of the ‘whole person’.
Behaviour Management Policy (Positive Behaviour For Learning) has graduated consequences, to optimise development of citizenship and Key Competency skills.
Health teaching and learning units develop understandings about roles and responsibilities suitable for the emerging adolescent.
Units of teaching and learning relevant to the needs and issues within the community.
Learning experiences include examples from their own lives and families.
Learning experiences related to real-life issues and contexts.
Outside presenters used to engage students.
Key competency reflections for personal growth.
Use of marking rubrics for individual students to see their own next steps and progress.
School house, points and badge system promotes sense of belonging.

NAG 2 Self review: raising student achievement

NAG 2 Self Review continued

Policy and Procedure Review

Curriculum Review





Continue to develop three-year policy review plan.
Charter, along with Annual Plan shared with school community.
Continue to develop school rationale and policy relating to BYOD, elearning and ILE.

Strategic and Annual Plan





Management Team develop Northcross Charter in Term 1.
Strategic aims, goals and targets set for 2017-2019.
Annual Plan developed and implemented.
Early Term One, analyse 2016 data, review targets and plan for 2017








On the culmination of each integrated unit of teaching and learning,
review coverage, engagement, and learning.
Review timetable, adjust for 2017.
Review curriculum initiatives such as Visible Learning, Write that
Essay, APSMO, RAZ Kids.
Teachers self-appraise using rubrics of best practise.
Review uptake, effectiveness and engagement in relation to Google
initiatives.
Discussion with Y9 students about preparedness for secondary
school

Develop School wide Targets




Develop school wide student Reading, Writing and Mathematics
achievement targets. Teachers identify target group students. Review
progress of target students on a term by term basis. Report this progress
at the end of the year.
Develop school wide Maori and Pasifika student Writing and Mathematics
achievement targets. Teachers identify target group students. Review
progress of target students on a term by term basis. Report this progress
at the end of the year.

Reporting






Principal reports to BOT each meeting, referenced to NAG 1 and 2, student
achievement, including priority learners.
In writing to parents and students twice a year.
Formal parent and student interviews three times per year.
Informal interviews and reports as required.
Development of home: school collaboration, using Google.

NAG 2a Reporting on National Standards





Report to and conference with parents and students twice a year
against National Standards.
Facilitate consultation and engagement with our Maori and
Pasifika communities.
Consultation with Maori and Pasifika regarding achievement.
Report data to parents.
Report school data and targets in Annual Report.

NAG 3 Personnel

NAG 4 Finance and Property

Professional Development Programmes

Prepare Annual Budget













Visible Learning – whole school (stages and strategies of learning).
Professional Learning Groups (PLGs) into effective practise with a Visible
Learning Innovative Learning focus, or e-Learning focus.
I.C.T. Professional Development: Marc Rowlinson and Murray Toohill mentored
by David Kinane.
HOD Maths
HOD Literacy
HODs providing workshops in subject area s.
‘Write that Essay’ school-wide initiative (including software).
School-wide upskilling in Google.
SOLO for new teachers.
Te Reo mentoring by Cultural Advisor.
Innovative Learning Environment – continuing to develop understandings in this
unique teaching environment in both pedagogy and design.

Performance Management





Appraisal documents to be utilized using Google, which will include goal setting,
reflections, PTC’s – with evidence, and P.D. log.
Performance Management system includes; job descriptions, checklist twice a
year, walkthroughs.
Detailed Guidance and Action Plans put in place to improve pedagogy where
necessary.
Senior Management appraised by external provider.

Good Employer Practise


Comply with the legislative responsibilities as a good employer with a strong
emphasis on pastoral care.

BOT Training


PD arranged according to needs.



Annual budget reflects Charter goals

Regular review of financial situation


Detailed financial reports to the BOT at each meeting.

Future Directions







Enhancing technology learning through outside amenities.
Landscaping around technology block
Covered Technology courtyard.
Planning for upgrade of Music and Drama rooms.
Development of Innovative Learning Environments.
New playground.

Maintenance of school buildings and grounds (10 Year Plan)







Implement 10-Year Programme.
Identified roofing replaced.
New staff car park off East Coast Road.
Landscaping school gardens and front entrance.
Upgrading PE shed.
Electronic Sign at front entrance.

School Property Development (5YA)






Entrance upgrade and barrier arm (traffic safety plan).
Upgrading Block 2 classrooms to an ILE.
Covered bays.
Landscaping covered bays.
Upgrading identified toilet blocks.

Planned major asset purchases



ICT purchase to support BYOD and expanding network.
Upgrade of technology area.

NAG 5: Health and Safety

NAG 5: Health and Safety continued

Provide a safe physical and emotional environment

Promoting healthy lifestyles















Unpacking the Vulnerable Child’s and Health and Safety Acts and their
implications on our school and practices.
Mandatory reporting to Teachers’ Council re competency and/or serious
misconduct.
Deputy Principal Co-ordinates and approves all EOTC.
Relaunch of Northcross Behaviour Plan.
Regular Health and Safety committee meetings.
Development of Health and Safety Website.
Regular updating of hazard notices on display in classrooms.
Facilities provide physical access for all persons into our school.
Each term trial fire/earthquake evacuations occur.
BOT has made provision for post-disaster relief.
School hazards identified on a term by term basis, recorded in ‘Identified
Hazards’ register and feedback given to Health and Safety meeting.
Annual electrical testing
Weekly health register for students with leg injuries impairing movement.

Student Welfare















School nurse
School Counsellors
Bays Youth Trust mentor support
Lunchtime games room (drop-i)
Youth mentors to work with identified at-risk students.
Welfare programmes provided for identified students (e.g. Anger, Grief)
Student Leaders represent Northcross student voice.
SENCO register of students at risk.
Referral to appropriate Government agencies as necessary (e.g. CYPFS)
Strong relationship with the local Community Constable and educational
officers
Strong relationship with St John’s Ambulance including practical first aid lessons
for all students and teacher
Variety of extra-curricular activities catering for student well-being
Attendance monitored twice daily
Safety (physical, cyber, sun, water and road) addressed









Biannual Community Health Survey
Kiwi Sport P.E. programmes.
Timetabled P.E. two hours per week.
Wide extra-curricular sporting programme
Foods Technology focusing on healthy foods
Pubertal Change evenings for Year 7s
Encouragement of busing, walking, cycling, scootering to school

NAG 6:




Ensure attendance procedures are adhered to, and unexplained
absences are followed up
Use Enrol data to help identify students at risk
Length of school day and length of school year complies with
Ministry of Education guidelines

Northcross Intermediate Reading Targets 2017
Strategic Aim 1:

Annual Objectives:

Al l s tudents are a ble to effectively a ccess the New Zealand
Curri cul um as evidenced by a chievement a gainst National
Sta ndards.

To ra i se the l evel of achievement for s tudents a gainst the
Na ti onal Standard i n Reading, a nd maintain a chievement

All
Students
Maori /
Pasifika
Male
Female

Reading
Final
2016

No.
505

%
48.6

No
364

%
36

No.
112

%
10.8

No
41

%
3.9

No.
1040 All Students

39

33.6

33

33

25

21.6

4

4

116

233
272

42.9
54.7

205
177

37.8
35.6

78
34

14.4
6.8

27
14

5
2.8

543
497

Above
No.
250

%
48.5

At
No
181

Below
%
35.1

No.
60

%
11.7

Well
Below
No
24

%
4.7

No.
515

Reading
Final
2016
All
Students

Above
No.
255

%
48.6

At
No
201

Below
%
38.3

No.
52

%
9.9

Well
Below
No
17

%
3.2

Year 7 / 8 Data Analysis Using 2016 End of year Data
Analysis of data shows: 84.6% of all students were achieving At or Above the National Standard. Sixty six point six percent of Maori and Pasifika students were
achieving At or Above the expected National Standard. Across the whole school, 90.3% female students were achieving At or Above the expected National
Standard, while 80.7% of male students were achieving At or Above the National Standard. A slightly higher percentage of Year 8 students than the Year 7 cohort
achieved At or Above the expected National Standard.

Total

Well
Below

Total

Below

Northcross Intermediate
Year 8 Reading Final Data 2016

Northcross Intermediate
Year 7 Reading Final Data 2016

Total

Northcross Intermediate
Overall Reading Final Data 2016

At

75% of Maori and Pasifika Students will achieve
the Reading National Standard.

To ra i se the level of achievement for all Maori and Pasifika
s tudents a gainst the National Standard in Reading.

Through explicit teaching, the school will build the ca pacity
of l earners to learn i n order to improve s tudent
a chi evement.

Above

In 2017 85% of our students will achieve the
Reading National Standard.

of thos e Above Standard .

Strategic Aim 2:

Reading
Final
2016

2017 Targets

No.
525

When
Term 1
Weeks 1-6

What
To improve reading results using summative and
formative data to plan Learning Intentions and Success
Criteria.

Then
ongoing: 5
week cycles
Student
voice
surveys sent
out April &
November
‘17
Data analysed
Dec 2017

Ongoing
in 2017

Ongoing in
2017

Quarterly

Quarterly

Who
All Staff at Northcross Intermediate
School
Class Teachers/Team Leaders in Team
meetings/HoD Literacy

Indicators of Progress
 PAT results show increased scaled scores
 AsTTle results show improved scores
 PROBE results indicate accelerated progress
 OTJ results demonstrate an increase of > 0.4 effect size over
one academic year.

Encourage student ownership of learning with planning,
buy-in and understanding of own next steps (Visible
Learning)
Literacy leaders collect student voice on Reading Lessons,
resources & activities available to them; also on how
assessment capable our learners are.
This data will be used to when the 2017 Literacy Strategic
Plan is reviewed & will inform the English Strategic plan
for 2018
Teachers give specific feedback to students relating to
their reading achievement (comprehension and
decoding strategies) guiding next steps and monitoring
progress using tools such as asTTle and SOLO rubrics, etc.

HOD Literacy
(student Survey Monkey data analysis)

Teachers to use Write that Essay software (Subjects and
Assignments feature) to assist in the teaching of Theme,
Author’s Purpose, and other related concepts. This will
be done in Guided or Shared Reading sessions.
Literacy Co-ordinators (0.6) provide school-wide
planning, resources and support to improve reading
results

Classroom Teachers with support from
Team Write that Essay representatives

HOD Literacy & Support Teacher.
SENCO



Feedback from Team Write that Essay reps on usage in
classrooms
Increased student achievement in reading concepts such as
Author’s Purpose, Identifying Theme, etc.
Evident in Integrated/Literacy term plans

Literacy/Integrated plans reviewed by Class Teachers;
feedforward shapes future planning

Team Leaders, Class Teachers, Literacy
Leaders




Revised programme is documented
Quarterly planning is reflected in weekly classroom planning.

Classroom Teachers
Management

Classroom Teachers

Increased student engagement evidenced by:
 e-asTTle attitude data February to November (2 samples per
year)
 Student voice surveys/conferences
 Visible learning PLG observations & discussions , reflection in
Appraisal Folders, etc.








Students are able to articulate current achievement level and
next learning steps
Student reflections are focused on LI’s and Success Criteria
Evident in Teachers’ planning and/or reflections

Initiated by
end of Term 1,
then ongoing

Ongoing
in 2017

Ongoing
in 2017

Ongoing in
2017

Ongoing
in 2017

Ongoing in
2017

Classroom teachers mentored through improving
classroom practice in Guided Reading and other
teaching strategies as appropriate
Professional Development provided on a range of
aspects to upskill teachers in best practise use of
existing Reading resources.

HOD Literacy & Support Teacher
Classroom Teachers
Associate Principals
HOD Literacy & Support Teacher
Classroom Teachers with specific
strengths




Classroom observations are ongoing throughout the year
Improving classroom practice.



Professional Development ongoing throughout the year

Using data analysis from e-asTTle Reading, PAT
Comprehension & Raz Kids Skills reports, teachers will
address knowledge gaps when planning Learning
Intentions for Guided Reading:
Writer's’ purpose, writer’s voice, author’s point of
view
Distinguishing fact from opinion
Sequencing events
Cause & effect/problem & solution
Vocabulary
Further exploration of approaches found to enhance
Maori and Pasifika achievement.
 One of the Te Whare Rama interventions (as above)
will be targeted specifically for Maori & Pasifika
boys, as informed by analysis of 2016 writing
achievement data.
 Te Whare Rama will consist of a 12 week
Reading/Writing acceleration programme. Elements
of AVAILL, WTE, & language Experience, will be
combined, aiming to improve engagement & teach
skills which transfer to classroom. Whanau will be
involved through a parent eventing where families
are asked for their input into the content and
implementation of the programme, and also an
assessment of Te Whare Rama outcomes via Survey
Monkey.
 School-wide systems for acceleration establish to
embed best practice.
Targeted acceleration of all students performing in the
lowest 20% as identified by PROBE, AsTTle, PAT and
Teacher OTJ.

HOD Literacy
Classroom Teachers
Learning Assistants



Evidenced in literacy component of term plans, flowing
through to Class Teachers’ weekly plans
WTE modules are evident in teachers’ planning suitable. e.g.,
(Basics) Audience & Intention, Points of View, Turning Opinion
into Statements
Writing tasks will include a vocabulary list to scaffold students
in extending their vocabulary

HOD Literacy
Classroom Teachers
AP’s and LA’s




Differentiated teaching in evidence
Targeted learning support groups

Raz Kids software for identified students in the
following groups:

HOD Literacy
Classroom Teachers



Regular use of Raz Kids software as monitored by
 HOD (for ESOL & Priority Learners)





Community Liaison/Teachers/
HOD Literacy/ Management/RTLB
mentors






Data analysis of Maori/Pasifika progress shows acceleration.
E-asTTle student attitude comparative data February to
November
Increased engagement from teachers and students in writing
across all curricular areas
Parent and Student voice reflect improved attitudes and
understanding

Completed
February and
November
Data entry
on eTap
Target
groups
identified
Feb, then
ongoing.

Ongoing
in 2017

Priority 1: Foundation & Level 1 ESOL students (Annette’s
groups)
Priority 2: ESOL Level 2 & 3 (Jane’s ESOL
groups)
Priority 3:
All students who are Well Below & Below in
Reading
 Professional Development given to teachers
through buy in sessions.
 Teachers use the individual Skills reports to
inform reading planning & share this
information with learners when they conference
to establish next learning steps
Students who are below National Standard have PROBE
administered twice a year: this informs Guided Reading
planning and is part of the identification process for
selecting reading support students.
Reading support students are monitored when
discontinued after intervention.
Reading Support Intervention in ten week cycles:
Rainbow Reading, Guided Reading, STEPS.
Associate Principals and Class Teachers aware of target
groups in their class, and Intervention Programme
components. Rainbow Reading. STEPS available in some
classrooms.
I ntervention achievement data reviewed i n 10 week cycl es
Increased participation in Literacy related extension activities
a va ilable to a ll s tudents with the school library a s the primary
venue; focus on a uthentic 21st Century literacy opportunities
a nd a ctivities.





Classroom teachers for students who have individual
software
Teachers regularly timetable Raz Kids into their Literacy
Rotations for priority groups
Learners show accelerated progress through the levels on Raz
Kids software

Classroom teachers
ESOL teachers
Learning Assistants
HOD Literacy



HOD Literacy
Learning Assistants




Literacy Support review statements to BOT quarterly
Team Leaders and Class Teachers are aware of target groups
in their class and Intervention Programme details




Extension classes;
Events and opportunities ongoing throughout the year



PROBE assessment is consistently applied to target students
across the school
PROBE and Burt assessments are administered at the end of
each reading support cycle.

Team Leaders
Classroom teachers

HOD Literacy & Support Teacher
Librarian

Northcross Intermediate Writing Targets 2017
Strategic Aim 1:

Annual Objectives:

Al l s tudents are a ble to effectively a ccess the New Zealand
Curri cul um as evidenced by a chievement a gainst National
Sta ndards.

To ra i se the l evel of achievement for boys against the
Na ti onal Standard i n Writing, a nd maintain the girls
a chi evement l evels.

Through explicit teaching, the school will build the
ca pa city of learners to l earn i n order to i mprove student
a chi evement.

To ra i se the l evel of achievement for a ll Ma ori a nd Pa sifika
boys a gainst the Na tional Standard i n Wri ting

All
Students
Maori /
Pasifika
Male
Female

Below

Well
Below

No.
325

%
31

No
468

%
45

No.
197

%
19

No
50

%
5

No.
1040

29

25

55

47

26

22

6

1

116

121
204

22
41

244
224

45
45

137
60

25
12

41
9

8
2

543
497

Writing
Final
2016
All
Students

Above
No.
135

%
26

At
No
242

Below
%
47

No.
105

%
20

Northcross Intermediate
Year 8 Writing Final Data 2016
Well
Below
No
33

%
6

Total

At

Northcross Intermediate
Year 7 Writing Final Data 2016

Total

Above

65% of Ma ori a nd Pa sifika Boys will a chieve the Wri ting
Na ti onal Standard.
Gi rl s will continue to a chieve a bove the National average.

Northcross Intermediate
Overall Writing Final Data 2016
Writing
Final
2016

In 2017 75% of boys will achieve the Writing National
Sta ndard.

No.
515

Writing
Final
201
All
Students

Above
No.
190

%
36

At
No
226

Below
%
43

No.
92

%
18

Well
Below

Total

Strategic Aim 2:

2017 Targets

No
17

No.
525

%
3

Year 7 / 8 Data Analysis Using 2016 End of year Data
Analysis of data shows: 76% of all students were achieving At or Above the National Standard. Seventy-two percent of Maori and Pasifika students were
achieving At or Above the expected National Standard. Across the whole school, 86% female students were achieving At or Abov e the expected National
Standard, while 67% of male students were achieving At or Above the expected National Standard. A slightly higher percentage of Year 8 students than the
Year 7 cohort achieved At or Above the National Standard.

When
31.2.17

Term 1

What
Dr Ian Hunter’s 12-step writing method for teachers and students
introduced school-wide
 This 1 day workshop focus is on teaching a variety of sentence &
paragraph structures, and how to achieve precision in writing.
 Writer’s Scorecard introduced; giving teachers a reliable method of
assessing writing against National Standards.
 Staff introduced to the Writer’s Map; a continuum of writing skills
from Year 7 to Year 13.
Teachers continue to use National Standards, Literacy Progressions
and the Write That Essay system to inform planning

Weeks 1-6



Then ongoing
in 5 week
cycles
throughout the
year.







Early Term 2





Ongoing in
2017

Staff meeting for professional development in teaching Writing;
focus is on using Write That Essay teacher & student software
effectively. One teacher for each team will commence this PD, and
be responsible for implementing the current goals at Team level.
Literacy Leaders facilitate the PD for WTE Team Representatives;
then be available to mentor the Team Reps, and/or individual
teachers as needed.
Class Teachers continue to focus on enabling student ownership of
learning with planning, buy-in and understanding own next steps
(Visible Learning).
Class teachers continue to use asTTle ‘student speak’ rubrics, along
with the Writer’s Scorecard with students to plan for, and assess
writing.
Advanced Education Trainer meets with WTE Team Reps &
Literacy Leaders to assess what further PD is needed for classroom
teachers in 2017.
An information evening for parents on WTE skills and software is
planned, and facilitated by Andrew Langley & the Literacy Leaders.

Priority learners targeted for acceleration.
 Identify students achieving just below national expectations in their
Class Descriptions with strategies listed.
 Identified students have differentiated teaching.

Who
Advanced Education
All Teaching Staff

Principal, Deputy
Principal, HOD Literacy,
Assistant HOD Literacy,
Classroom Teachers,

Indicators of Progress
 Writer’s Scorecard is used to assess students’ work
 Teaching WTE skill progression is evident in
teachers’ planning and in student writing
 Students will use the Writer’s Scorecard to plan
their next learning steps










WTE PD leaders meet every 5 weeks, and report
back on how their team is tracking re: using the
Student & Teacher software
This information is then used to plan new teaching
& learning using WTE software
e-AsTTle & Writer’s Scorecard evidence improved
student achievement
OTJ results demonstrate > 0.4 effect size over one
academic year
Teachers’ planning will demonstrate five weekly
reviews of student writing achievement in their
planning
Students will be able to state what they are learning
and next steps

HOD Literacy
Assistant HOD Literacy
Andrew Langley
(Advanced Education)
WTE Leaders from
Teams, DPs, Principal

Increased student engagement evidenced by:
 E-asTTle student attitude comparative data
February to November
 Increased engagement from teachers and students
in writing across all curricular areas

Head of Literacy,
Associate Principals,
Classroom Teachers,
Learning assistants




Class programme will show differentiated teaching
to support these priority learners.
Teachers and Associate Principals will understand
the learning needs of these students



Beginning
March 2017
Ongoing in
2017

Ongoing
throughout
the year.

Ongoing
throughout
the year.

Writing Support as planned & i mplemented by HOD Literacy &
Learning Assistants *P.D & extra Literacy resourcing will support this
initiative.
 Writing Support will take two main formats:
 Two cohorts of Priority Learners participate in a 12 week Te
Whare Rama Reading/Writing acceleration programme.
Elements of AVAILL, WTE, & language Experience will be
combined, aiming to improve engagement & teach skills which
transfer to classroom.
 LA’s will teach phonological awareness & sentence structure
using the Brann Blocks programme.
 Targeted acceleration of all students performing in the lowest 20%
as identified by assessment and OTJ.
Prioritising Maori/Pasifika groups to improve engagement and
achievement in writing.


One of the Te Whare Rama interventions (as above) will be targeted
specifically for Maori & Pasifika boys, as informed by analysis of
2016 writing achievement data.
 School-wide systems for acceleration establish to embed best
practice.
Literacy Co-ordinators (0.6) provide school-wide planning, resources
and support to improve reading results
 Literacy Co-ordinators provide school wide planning, resources and
support to improve writing results.
 Literacy plans reviewed by each team. Feedforward shapes future
planning.
Increased participation in written language related extension activities
available to all students with the school library as the primary venue,
and external programmes - focus on authentic 21 Century literacy
opportunities and activities
 Extension opportunities include Barfoot & Thompson Writer’s
Challenge, Elsie Locke Writing Competition, Auckland War
Memorial Museum Poetry Competition, NX Roving
Reporters; also event planning & MCing events such as the NX
2 Minute Film Festival, Spelling Bees, etc.
st





Head of Literacy,
RTLB , targeted
teachers (6), Deputy
Principal
Associate Principals,
Classroom Teachers,
Learning assistants
HOD Literacy &
Support Teacher
Team Leaders

HOD Literacy &
Support Teacher.
Librarian
Lead students

Students will participate in the two language
acceleration programmes. Progress will be reported
back to students, parents and classroom teachers
The Writing Support group will share their learning
with whānau and friends in a ‘celebration’ event at
the end of the intervention

Increased student engagement evidenced by:
 E-asTTle student attitude comparative data
February to November
 Increased engagement from teachers and students
in writing across all curricular areas
 Parent and Student voice reflect improved attitudes
and understanding
Evidenced in:
 Term Literacy plans
 Professional development on new resources and
planning. Team meeting minutes.





Acceleration of CWSA students
Events and opportunities ongoing throughout the
year
Student writing. Video & other visual language is
shared via the NX website & via other media e.g.
Toitoi, Snapfish

Northcross Intermediate Mathematics Targets 2017
Strategic Aim 1:

Annual Objectives:

Strategic Aim 2:
Through explicit teaching, the school will
build the capacity of learners to learn in order to
improve student achievement.

To raise the level of achievement for students
against the National Standard in Mathematics.

In 2017 80% of our students will achieve the
Mathematics National Standard.

To raise the level of achievement for all Maori
and Pasifika students against the National
Standard in Mathematics

70% of Maori and Pasifika students will achieve
the Mathematics National Standard.

All
Students
Maori /
Pasifika
Male
Female

Above

At

Below

Well
Below

No.
407

%
39

No
408

%
39

No.
204

%
20

No
21

27

23

54

47

34

29

1

229
178

42
36

202
206

37
41

101
103

19
21

11
10

%
2

No.
1040

Maths
Final
2016
All
Students

Above
No.
181

%
35

At
No
211

Below
%
41

No.
109

%
21

Northcross Intermediate
Year 8 Mathematics Final Data 2016

Well
Below
No
14

%
3

Total

Maths
Final
2016

Northcross Intermediate
Year 7 Mathematics Final Data 2016

Total

Northcross Intermediate
Overall Mathematics Final Data 2016

No.
515

Maths
Final
2016
All
Students

Above
No.
226

%
43

At
No
197

Below
%
38

No.
95

%
18

Well
Below

Total

All students are able to effectively access the New
Zealand Curriculum as evidenced by achievement
against National Standards.

2017 Targets:

No
7

No.
525

%
1

116
2
2

543
497

Year 7 / 8 Data Analysis Using 2016 End of year Data
Analysis of data shows: 78% of all students were achieving At or Above the National Standard. Seventy percent of Maori and Pasifika students were achieving
At or Above the National Standard. In 2016, across the whole school, the achievement of boys is slightly higher than girls . At 81% At and Above Standard, Year
8 achievement is higher than Year 7.

When
Ongoing in
2017
Ongoing in
2017

What
Set targets of achievement based on progress made.

Who
Principal, Deputy Principal,
HOD Mathematics
HOD Mathematics,
Numeracy Team, Classroom
teachers
Students

Indicators of Progress
Targets achievable while providing challenge.

Ongoing in
2017

Mathematics Co-ordinator provides differentiated school wide
planning, resources, and support to improve mathematics results.

HOD Mathematics,
Numeracy Team

HOD Mathematics
Associate Principals
HOD Mathematics
Janine Joyce, Numeracy
Team, Outside providers as
required.

Ongoing in
2017

Classroom teachers mentored through improving classroom practice
of mathematics strategies and content knowledge.
Regular Professional development for new teachers and learning
assistants.
 Observations of all PCT teachers and other targeted
teachers.
 Buy in Professional Development provided on a range of
aspects to upskill teachers in assessing and teaching
mathematics with a focus on extending our CWSA students
within the classroom.
 Learning assistants trained in COSDMBRRICS, SPRING, and
other schoolwide intervention programmes as required.
Class Descriptions detail students’ mathematics results, needs and
programmes based on analysis of summative and formative data.

School-wide planning and resources available to all staff.
Increased knowledge of resources and how to use them in
the classroom.
Post testing in all areas show improved levels of
achievement.
Teachers show improved pedagogy and practice.

Ongoing in
2017
Ongoing in
2017

HoD Mathematics,
Classroom teachers

Teachers are able to articulate their class’ learning needs.

Ongoing in
2017

Learning Assistant attached to special character class William Pike
Challenge Academy (WPCA) to support Maths programme.

HOD Mathematics
Classroom teacher
Learning Assistant.

Increased number of students achieving ‘At’ the National
Standard in Mathematics.
Teacher supported.

Ongoing in
2017

Underachieving Maori and Pasifika students identified and
supported.
 Targeted identification of Maori and Pasifika students as
identified in 2016 and early 2017 testing.
 HoD proving differentiated school -wide planning,
resources, and support to improve maths results.

HOD Mathematics
Classroom teachers,
Teacher Assistants,
Dominee Williams (Cultural
Advisor)

Increased numbers of Maori and Pasifika students At or
Above the National Standards in mathematics.

Ongoing in
2017

Targeting of identified CWSA students.
 Ongoing participation using targeted programmes and
resources including Mathletics, ICAS, Australasian Problem
solving Mathematical Olympiad, Mathex (schoolwide,
NorthShore and Auckland), Otago Problem Solving Maths.

HOD Mathematics
Janine Joyce, Katrina Starrs,
Classroom Teachers

Teachers will have knowledge and understanding of
teaching approaches for these students and differentiate
classroom programs to cater and extend them.
Increased number of students achieving Above the
National Standard in mathematics.

Student voice and ownership of learning progress .
 Students using assessment summaries and next steps to talk
about their learning.

Improved Teacher pedagogy and practice.
Post test results show increased levels of achievement.
PAT results show increased scaled scores.
Students are able to articulate their own next learning
steps.

Teachers have a variety of strategies and activities that
can be trialled in class.
Increased teacher confidence in abilities and
progressions.
Improved Teacher pedagogy and practice.
Post test results show increased levels of achievement.
PAT results show increased scaled scores.
Students are able to articulate their own next learning
steps.




Ongoing
2017

Maths extension classes targeting the top 20% of students.
Approximately 30% of year 8 students to sit Year 9 PAT pretest (all students who achieved stanine 9 in 2016).
 Development of in-class acceleration resources for Tier 1
support.
School cluster meetings to co-ordinate and moderate with colleges
and primaries.

Increase in confidence, student voice and student buy-in
towards their learning.

Increased understandings of needs and continuity across
schools and identified gaps from college.
Development of relationships across our cluster.

